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Misc. Appeal No. 1/2021 

 

IN THE COURT OF THE DISTRICT JUDGE SONITPUR:: TEZPUR 

 

PRESENT : Sri Chatra Bhukhan Gogoi, 
      District Judge, 
      Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 

Misc. APPEAL  NO. 01 /2021 

  

Assistant General Manager (AGM in short) 
of Industrial Revenue Collection Area  
(IRCA in short), APDCL, Tezpur Division, 
Tezpur, District- Sonitpur, Assam. 

            …………………    Appellant. 
 

- Versus – 
 

Sri Sunil Saraf 

    ………………   Respondent. 

 

A P P E A R A N C E 

 

For the Appellant  : Sri F. Haque, Advocate. 

  

For the Respondent   :  Sri J. Bora, Advocates.  

    

Date of Argument  : 07-07-2022. 

 

Date of Judgment  : 22-07-2022 

 

JUDGMENT 

1.  This is an appeal preferred under Order XLIII Rule 1(r) r/w Section 

104 of CPC, 1908 against the order dated 09-02-2021 passed by the learned 

Civil Judge, Sonitpur, Tezpur in petition No. 38/2021 dated 20-01-2021 in 

Misc. (J) Case No. 41/2020 arising out of Title Suit No. 41/2020. 

2.  The case of the appellant, in brief, is that the appellant/ defendant 

has filed the instant appeal against the order dated 09-02-2021 whereby the 
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learned Civil Judge, Sonitpur had directed restoration of the electricity 

connection in the stone crusher units of the respondent on petition No. 

38/2021 dated 20-01-2021 filed by plaintiff/ petitioner praying for 

restoration/ reconnection of electricity to the stone crusher units of M/s 

Rohan Udyog and M/s Assam Builders.  

3.  In the Title Suit No. 41/2020 the respondent/ plaintiff pleaded that 

on 24-08-2020 miscreants entered into the plaintiff’s firm Rohan Udyog at 

night and stolen Meter Box, a motor of 10hp, a site plate and a running “jow 

plate”. Since, the proprietor of Rohan Udyog was at New Delhi in connection 

with his medical treatment having received the information about the theft, 

his son Sri Chetan Saraf lodged an Ejahar on 25-08-2020 at Goroimari Police 

Out Post as per his advice, acting on which police registered the case vide 

Tezpur PS Case No. 1527/2020 u/s 379 IPC. 

4.  It was pleaded that on 11-09-2020 Assistant General Manager, 

APDCL namely, Santanu Barman along with officials of the I.R.C.A. Division, 

Tezpur ESD-1 Transmission and Commission Division inspected the premises 

of Rohan Udyog situated at Barpat Gaon and during inspection observed as 

“Energy Meter along with Metering cabinet not found”. There was no report 

in the office record about unauthorized use of Meter No. X0073923 and 

tempering of Meter to the licensee. Therefore, it is contended that the 

observation regarding tempering of the meter was incorrect and the 

assessing officer, IRCA made some false observations against M/s Rohan 

Udayg u/s 126 of Electricity Act, 2003. 

5. It is also pleaded that on 12-09-2020, the Manager of the M/s Assam 

Builders and Manager of the M/s Rohan Udyog made a joint objection to the 

AGM, IRCA, Tezpur, APDCL alleging high handed and arbitrary inspection 

report on 11-09-2020 but despite raising objection the Deputy Manager, 

IRCA, APDCL, Tezpur, Accounts Officer, IRCA, APDCL, Tezpur, AGM, IRCA, 

APDCL, Tezpur raised provisional assessment bill amounting to ₹52,95,735/- 

as a penalty provision which is highly illegal and APDCL authority also 

disconnected energy connection of Rohan Udyog. 

6. Accordingly, respondent wrote a letter to the General Manager of 

IRCA against the illegal and high handed action of IRCA officials vide letter 
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No. AB/3/2020/09/14 dated 16-09-2020 with a prayer to restore provisional 

electricity connection to the factory premises but nothing was done rather 

the Assistant General Manager, IRCA vide letter No. AGM/IRCA/APDCL/TEZ/ 

Rohan Udyog/ Assam Builders/ 2020-21/180 directed the respondent/ 

plaintiff to attend the hearing on 22-09-2020 regarding provisional 

assessment of bill. But, the respondent/ plaintiff did not appear in the 

hearing fixed on 01-10-2020, 05-10-2020 and 12-10-2020 on the ground of 

illness and out of station. It is the contention of the appellant that since 

meter was stolen, the APDCL authority ought to have installed new meter in 

the factory premises and restore the electricity connection and respondent/  

plaintiff was agreed to bear the cost of installation of meter but APDCL 

authority vide letter NO. AGM/IRCA/APDCL/CAR/TEZ/ROHAN UDAYG/ASSAM 

BUILDERS/2020-21/333 dated 12-10-2020 informed them that they could 

not conduct hearing any further and final assessment bill was prepared on 

the provisional assessment bill and respondent/ plaintiff if agreed they can 

file appeal before appellate forum. Moreover, APDCL despite disconnection 

of electricity sent fresh bill for the month of September 2020 for which 

respondent/ plaintiff filed the T.S. No. 41/2020 along with Misc.(j) Case No. 

41/2020. 

7. Having received notice appellant appeared in the court below and 

specifically pleaded that as per Section 145 of the Indian Electricity Act, 2003 

the civil suit is specifically barred. Moreover, the license to run stone crusher 

unit by respondent/ plaintiff have expired on 31-12-2020 so the appellant 

authority is not legally bound to supply electricity to the industrial unit in the 

absence of any license/ permit. 

8. It was also pleaded that the FIR dated 25-08-2020 by Chetan Saraf 

was palpably malafide done with criminal intent with conspiracy to cause 

manifest loss of huge public revenue which was done by respondent most 

illegally and malafide intention. The very story of theft of electricity meter 

from the premises of M/s Assam Builders and M/s Rohan Udyog is 

unbelievable and concocted story. 

9. It is pleaded that the stone crusher unit namely, M/s Rohan Udyog 

and M/s Assam Builders are situated within the distance of 20 km from each 
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other and the proprietor of both the units are respondent/ plaintiff and his 

family members. Besides the two stone crusher unit the respondent/ plaintiff 

Sri Sunil Saraf and his son Mr. Karam Saraf, Rohan Saraf & Chetan Saraf also 

run a hotel under the name and style “KRC Palace” in Tezpur Town. 

10. It is contended that on 20-08-2020 during inspection by Assistant 

General Manager in the commercial complex at the KRC Palace anomies has 

been detected in the Electric Meter fitted in the premises and in tempered 

condition. So, the authority disconnected service connection and seized 

energy meter and sent the same to the TNC laboratory and FIR was also 

lodged on 21-08-2020 in the Special Electricity Police Station Tezpur which 

was registered as ASEB Special Police Station Case No. 03/2020 

corresponding to G.R. No. 945/2020 u/s 135 Electricity Act, 2003 against 

Sunil Saraf and his associates and amount of ₹33,53,627/- were shown to be 

the value of the stolen property after proper assessment by APDCL authority 

and the respondent/ plaintiff requested APDCL officials to compound the 

matter and accordingly, the respondent/ plaintiff had paid the assessment 

bill amount of ₹33,53,627/-. 

11. In the similar incident happened in “KRC Home Stay” a sister concern 

of Hotel KRC Palace having found anomalies in tempering of energy meter 

and terminal cover etc. an FIR was lodged on 22-06-2020 and ASEB Special 

Police Case No. 02/2020 corresponding to G.R. No. 944/2020 u/s 135 of 

Electricity Act, 2003 was registered and finally the respondent/ plaintiff had 

paid penalty amount as per assessment bill amounting to ₹7,59,626/- vide 

Cheque No. 001592 dated 06-07-2020.  

12. After the aforesaid two incidents, the respondent/ plaintiff being 

apprehensive of inspection of their other industrial/ commercial 

establishment namely, Rohan Udyog and Assam Builders by APDCL authority 

wherein they committed similar malpractice, and unauthorized use and theft 

of electricity by tempering electricity meter, filed FIR in the Police Station 

alleging theft of electricity meter and some other items in the same night i.e. 

on 20-08-2020 which is quite absurd and unbelievable story. On 11-09-2020 

when Sri Jyotimoi Kakoti junior Manager IRCA, Tezpur visited premises of 

M/s Rohan Udayg for meter reading he found the entire meter cabinet with 
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trivector energy meter missing along with the modem and 10 core control 

cable cut at meter terminal end. Immediately, a team of APDCL officials led 

by incumbent Assistant General Manager, IRCA visited the premises of M/s 

Rohan Udayg and found the information correct but service connection with 

the factory premises with the machineries still continued despite absence of 

energy meter. 

13. One Sri Prashanta Kumar Borah Manager of Rohan Udayag also 

informed APDCL Authority that similar incident had happened in the M/s 

Assam Builders situated at Dolabari-II and both the industrial units are run 

by proprietorship of respondent/ plaintiff Sri Sunil Saraf. On inspection, the 

officers detected exactly the similar condition as was found in Assam 

Builders premises with the service connection still remain connected with the 

factory premises and machinery of the said Assam Builders despite absence 

of energy meters. It is stated that same modus operandi was adopted by 

respondent/ plaintiff in KRC Palace and KRC Home Stay. 

14. In spite of the above anomalies the respondent filed Misc. J Case No. 

41/2020 under Order 39 Rule 1 & 2 of CPC praying for mandatory injunction 

and restoration of electricity connection in the stone crusher units and the 

appellant by filing written statement submitted that there was no case of 

issue of mandatory injunction and restoration of electricity in the premises of 

respondent/ plaintiff but the court below vide order dated 09-02-2021 

granted mandatory injunction for restoration of electricity connection to the 

stone crusher units of the respondent/ plaintiff based on petition No. 

38/2021 dated 20-01-2021 without disposing the Misc. (J) case No. 41/2020 

under Order 39 Rule 1 & 2 of CPC which is illegal and unsustainable. 

15. On being highly aggrieved and dissatisfied with the impugned order 

dated 09-02-2021, the present appeal has been preferred on following 

grounds amongst others: 

  (i) That the learned trial court failed to consider the fact that 

respondent/ plaintiff indulge in the theft of electricity and assessment bill 

amounting to ₹52,95,735/- was raised for payment but without considering 

the relevant fact court below directed restoration of electricity supply to the 
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stone crusher unit of the respondent/ plaintiff who are habitual offender 

under the provision of Electricity Act, 2003. 

  (ii) That learned trial court consider the fact of lodging of FIR dated 

25-08-2020 in Tezpur PS regarding theft of electricity meter of M/s Rohan 

Udyog palpably malafide and done with criminal conspiracy.  

  (iii) That the respondent committed serious misdeed with criminal 

conspiracy by removing/ concealing/ destroying energy meters and cause 

huge financial liability and they are subject to penalty for commission of such 

serious offence but learned trial court failed to consider all these vital facts 

and wrongly passed the order for restoration of electricity without 

appreciating the ground fact and without considering the basic parameters 

of granting temporary injunction such as prima facie, balance of convenience 

& irreparable loss. Therefore, this appeal has been filed to set aside the 

impugned order dated 09-02-2021 which was totally irrational and 

unsustainable in law and fact.  

  

16. POINT FOR DETERMINATION: 

  “Whether the impugned order dated 09-02-2021 passed by learned 

Civil Judge, Tezpur, Sonitpur in petition No. 38/2021 dated 20-01-2021 in 

Misc.(j) Case No. 41/2020 arising out of T.S. No. 41/2020 is perverse, illegal 

and unsustainable in law and fact making it liable to be interfered with by 

this court in appeal?”  

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASONS THEREOF: 

17. I have heard assiduous argument of the learned lawyers appearing 

for both sides. 

18. This is an appeal against grant of temporary injunction by the 

learned trial court based on petition No. 38/2021 dated 20-01-2021 in Misc. 

(J) Case No. 41/2020 arising out of T.S. No. 41/2020 whereby learned trial 

court granted mandatory injunction by directing the defendants to restore 

electricity supply to the stone crusher unit of the plaintiff/ respondent till the 
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disposal of the Misc.(J) case subject to payment of monthly energy charges 

to the defendant APDCL. 

19. A mere perusal of the impugned order dated 09-02-2021, it 

transpires that the learned trial court passed the order not by way of 

disposing the injunction petition filed under Order XXXIX Rule 1 & 2 CPC but 

on the basis of subsequent petition and order of injunction was passed till 

the disposal of the Misc. (J) case i.e. disposal of the petition under Order 

XXXIX Rule 1 & 2 CPC. This order appears to be very unusual. Ordinarily, the 

court dispose the injunction petition under Order XXXIX Rule 1 & 2 CPC after 

hearing both sides on merit and having been satisfied that a case for grant 

of injunction has been made till the disposal of the Title Suit on merit. 

20. Order XXXIX Rule 1 & 2 CPC prescribes under what circumstances 

the court can grant temporary injunction which is quoted below:- 

  Order XXXIX Rule 1 & 2 CPC:- 

“Rule 1. Cases in which temporary injunction may be granted.—Where in 

any suit it is proved by affidavit or otherwise— (a) that any property in dispute in a 

suit is in danger of being wasted, damaged or alienated by any party to the suit, or 

wrongfully sold in execution of a decree, or (b) that the defendant threatens, or 

intends, to remove or dispose of his property with a view to 5[defrauding] his 

creditors, 6[(c) that the defendant threatens to dispossess, the plaintiff or otherwise 

cause injury to the plaintiff in relation to any property in dispute in the suit,] 186 the 

Court may by order grant a temporary injunction to restrain such act, or make such 

other order for the purpose of staying and preventing the wasting, damaging, 

alienation, sale, removal or disposition of the property 1[or dispossession of the 

plaintiff, or otherwise causing injury to the plaintiff in relation to any property in 

dispute in the suit] as the Court thinks fit, until the disposal of the suit or until further 

orders. 

Rule 2. Injunction to restrain repetition or continuance of breach.—(1) In 

any suit for restraining the defendant from committing a breach of contract or other 

injury of any kind, whether compensation is claimed in the suit or not, the plaintiff 

may, at any time after the commencement of the suit, and either before or after 

judgment, apply to the Court for a temporary injunction to restrain the defendant 

from committing the breach of contract or injury complained of, or any breach of 

contract or injury of a like kind arising out of the same contract or relating to the 

same property or right. (2) The Court may by order grant such injunction, on such 

terms as to the duration of the injunction, keeping an account, giving security, or 

otherwise, as the Court thinks fit.” 
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21. While considering grant of temporary injunction the court is required 

to consider whether the plaintiff will suffer irreparable harm if injunction is 

denied. Whether the harm out weights any irreparable harm that the 

defendant would suffer from an injunction and whether there is relative 

prospects of success on the merits and whether public interest involved in 

the decision. Where a party is not entitled to perpetual injunction, no 

temporary injunction will be granted because temporary injunction is only a 

step in aid to perpetual injunction. No injunction can be granted where 

perpetual injunction is prohibited by law or where it cannot be granted in the 

facts and circumstances of the case. 

22. In passing the impugned order dated 09-02-2021, learned trial court 

did not discuss at all about the three golden principles of granting temporary 

injunction such as existence of prima facie case, balance of convenience & 

irreparable loss in the event of grant of temporary injunction and 

mechanically passed the order holding that electricity is very much essential 

service for running a stone crusher machine. If the supply of electricity not 

restored in the stone crusher unit then the plaintiff/ respondent will suffer 

loss without recording satisfaction of the court whether the plaintiff/ 

petitioner has been able to establish a prima facie case and whether there is 

balance of convenience in favour of the plaintiff/ petitioner or whether there 

is any chance of causing irreparable loss/ damage to the plaintiff/ petitioner 

in the event injunction as prayed for is refused. Moreover, the impugned 

order of the learned court also does not reflect whether court has jurisdiction 

to entertain civil suit vis-a-vis injunction petition in the case when the subject 

matter of the case is governed by Special Enactment. 

23. In the suit & Misc.(J) case the opposite party the APDCL filed written 

statement taking extensive pleadings under what circumstances the APDCL 

authority has been compelled to raise assessment bill amounting to 

₹52,95,735/- & ₹24,73,759/- upon the M/s Rohan Udayg and M/s Assam 

Builders respectively and how these two entities tempered with the 

electricity meters and how FIR were lodged by the proprietor and how 

electricity connection remain connected with the machineries of the units in 

spite of the alleged theft of the meters including the specific pleas taken in 
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para 3 of the plaint and written statement filed by the opposite party. But, as 

it seems, the learned trial court recorded in the very first line of the 

impugned order dated 09-02-2021 both parties are represented and heard 

both sides but learned court below failed to consider the specific pleadings 

and to consider the law whether the court has jurisdiction to entertain the 

suit vis-a-vis the injunction petition. 

24. Section 145 of Electricity Act reads as under: 

  “Section 145. (Civil courts not to have jurisdiction): No civil court shall have 

jurisdiction to entertain any suit or proceeding in respect of any matter which an assessing 

officer referred to in section 126 or an appellate authority referred to in section 127 or the 

adjudicating officer appointed under this Act is empowered by or under this Act to determine 

and no injunction shall be granted by any court or other authority in respect of any action 

taken or to be taken in pursuance of any power conferred by or under this Act.” 

 

25. On perusal of Section 145 of the Electricity Act, 2003 makes it 

abundantly clear that Civil Court shall have no jurisdiction to entertain any 

suit or proceeding in respect of matters referred to Section 126 and Section 

127 of the Act on which the authority has the sole jurisdiction to decide on 

such matters. But, on perusal of the impugned order, it transpires that the 

learned trial court passed the impugned injunction order directing the 

respondents to restore the electricity connection in complete violation of law 

on the subject reflecting very poor application of mind in deciding matter of 

serious concern by a court of law which has far reaching impacts. 

26. Admittedly, there is specific pleadings of the opposite party that the 

civil suit is barred by Section 145 of the Electricity Act, 2003 including grant 

of injunction apart from the fact that there is also specific pleadings how the 

plaintiff/ petitioners indulged in rampant malpractice of tempering electric 

meters in their industrial units without the knowledge of the APDCL authority 

and how hotel KRC Palace & KRC Home Stay committed similar kind of 

malpractice for which ₹33,53,627/- & ₹7,59,626/- penalty respectively have 

been imposed on the businesses run by the same proprietorship and 

subsequently M/s Rohan Udayg and M/s Assam Builders also indulged in the 

similar kind of malpractice by tempering with the meters in their two 

industrial units wherein the authority after inspection raised provisional 

assessment bill amounting to ₹52,95,735/- & ₹24,73,759/- respectively. 
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However, the same has been challenged by the plaintiff/ petitioner by way of 

filing Title Suit and injunction petition alleging high handed action on the 

part of opposite party but without considering the gravity of the matter and 

the public interest involved and without considering the existence of prima 

facie case, balance of convenience & also the fact of irreparable loss to 

either side in the event of granting injunction, the learned trial court most 

whimsically and without application of judicial mind passed the impugned 

order. The learned trial court failed to exercise jurisdiction vested in it in 

right perspective after due consideration of all the attending factors but 

wrongly exercised power in favour of the plaintiff/ respondent who prima 

facie indulged malpractice by violating the norms of consumption of 

electricity in industrial units by way of tempering vital energy meters with 

oblique motive of getting wrongful gain which in the considered estimation 

of this court cannot be allowed to stand in the eye of law as the very 

impugned order was passed by the court below without considering the 3 

(three) basic cannons of granting injunction namely, existence of prima facie 

case, balance of convenience & also the fact of irreparable loss, and more 

particularly, without considering the fact of jurisdiction of the court to 

entertain civil suit on the subject which is specifically barred u/s 145 of the 

Electricity Act, 2003. 

27. As it appears, from the above discussion, there is absolutely no prima 

facie case less existence of balance of convenience in favour of the plaintiff/ 

petitioners as the respondent/ plaintiff rather prima facie indulged in 

malpractice in tempering meters in their industrial units thereby causing loss 

to public undertakings (APDCL) in terms of levying legitimate charges for 

consuming electricity by the plaintiff/ respondents with their nefarious design 

of committing theft of energy in their industrial units and by filing false FIR 

alleging theft of meters from the industrial units along with other alleged 

items whereas maintaining vital energy connection with the machineries 

which prima facie appears to be indulgence in unlawful acts by the plaintiff/ 

petitioners which is clearly shrouded with dishonest/ mischievous intention/ 

motive to take undue advantage and protection of law under the guise of 

alleged high handedness of the opposite party/ APDCL officials which is 
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however, well within the jurisdiction of the APDCL authority to proceed 

against the plaintiff/respondent u/s 126 of Electricity Act, 2003. But, the 

plaintiff/ respondent instead of resorting to provisions prescribed under 

Section 127 of Electricity Act, 2003 by way of filing appeal before the 

appellant authority of APDCL, approached the civil court by way of filing the 

Title Suit and injunction petition apparently on false premises to obtain 

undue advantage and protection under law. 

28. In the present case, the learned trial court miserably failed to 

consider the fact that the balance of convenience rather exists in favour of 

the opposite party/ APDCL who has the authority and legal obligation to 

detect malpractices adopted by electricity consumers and can take necessary 

measures to rectify such malpractice and in discharge of that duty the 

APDCL authority raised the assessment bill to the tune of ₹24,73,759/- 

against M/s Assam Builders and ₹₹52,95,735/- against M/s Rohan Udayg. 

29. In the face of Section 145 of Electricity Act, 2003 the very Title Suit 

vis-a-vis the injunction petition cannot be entertained by civil court but the 

learned trial court failed to consider the fact that there is a clear embargo on 

the civil court under Section 145 of Electricity Act, 2003 showing clear lack of 

application of mind. Under the law, the plaintiff/ petitioner, therefore, cannot 

seek relief from the court by way of filing civil suit or for that matter 

injunction petition without resorting to alternative remedy available to them. 

The impugned injunction order passed by the learned trial court has the 

effect of extending the helping hand to unscrupulous persons to get undue 

protection which they prima facie do not deserve under the law. 

30. In this case, there is no question of suffering/ causing irreparable 

loss to the plaintiff/ respondent because even if some loss caused to them 

that will be in terms of money only for their own fault. The APDCL authority 

appears acting well within their jurisdiction and acted within the parameters 

prescribed under the Electricity Act. Plaintiff/ respondents by their illegal act 

caused huge loss to public entities for their selfish and wrongful gain. 

31. Therefore, this court after considering all the attending factors, 

comes to unerring finding that the impugned order dated 09-02-2021 passed 

by learned Civil Judge, Tezpur, Sonitpur on 38/2021 in Misc. (J) Case No. 
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41/2020 cannot be allowed to stand in law and fact. Consequently, the 

impugned order is hereby set aside. 

32. Let the case record of T.S. No. 41/2020 along with Misc. (J) Case No. 

41/2020 in the court of Civil Judge, Sonitpur, Tezpur be send back along 

with a copy of this judgment. 

33. Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 22nd day of 

July, 2022.  

    (C.B. Gogoi) 
  District Judge, 

          Sonitpur: Tezpur.  

Dictated and corrected by me. 

            
 (C.B. Gogoi) 

District Judge, 
Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 


